
Punch Bags, Pads and Speed Balls

The Recoil RB Heavy Leather Punchbag NEW FOR 2021. Commercial 4ft 
Punchbag heavy at 55kg, manufactured from genuine leather with double stitched 
for additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of many 
years of manufacturing. Retro good looks, give your mates "punch bag 

Price: £308.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-punch-bag-55kg

The Recoil RB Leather Punchbag NEW FOR 2021. Commercial 4ft Punchbag 
35kg, manufactured from genuine leather with double stitched for additional 
strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of 
manufacturing. Retro good looks...

Price: £216.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-punch-bag-35kg

The Recoil RB Leather Uppercut Bag - NEW FOR 2021. Commercial 4ft 
Angle/Uppercut bag manufactured from genuine leather with double stitched for 
additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of 
manufacturing. Retro good looks...

Price: £249.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-punch-bag-uppercut

The Recoil RB Double Body Leather Punchbag - NEW FOR 2021. Commercial 4ft 
6" (65kg) Double Body Bag manufactured from genuine leather with double 
stitched for additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of 
many years of manufacturing. Retro good looks...

Price: £316.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-double-body-bag-65kg

The Recoil RB Wrecking Ball Punchbag - NEW FOR 2021. Commercial 2ft x 2ft 
(42kg) Wrecking Ball manufactured from genuine leather with double stitched for 
additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of 
manufacturing. Retro good looks...

Price: £208.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-wrecking-ball-42kg
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http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-wrecking-ball-42kg


Made from genuine cow hide leather the Recoil RB-7 Series 8” ball enables a 
more intermediate/ advanced level workout due to the slightly increased difficulty 
in hitting the reduced surface area on offer.
To optimise your training sessions then position the ball to allow you a full working

Price: £52.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-reaction-ball

The Recoil RB 7 Series 8” speedball has been designed for the more 
experienced boxer that may already have a basic skill of using a larger speedball 
or speed bag as it is sometimes called.
Manufactured from genuine cow hide leather...

Price: £39.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-speed-ball

The Recoil RB Hook/Jab Pads Manufactured from genuine hide leather these 
quality pads with there advanced construction and ergonomic design will 
compliment all forms of coach training, protecting both the opponent and the user.

Price: £82.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-hook-and-jab-pad

The Professional Coach Sparring Gloves weigh 18oz and are made from quality 
aniline leather and have a reinforced palm with spot (target area). Thereby making 
them ideal for a Sparring Coach, as the glove name suggests.

RRP: £74.99

Our Price: £35.00
You Save: £39.99 - 53 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-professional-coach-sparring-gloves

If these Hook and Jab Pads are a present for a junior or amateur getting in to 
boxing, then they really do look the part - well presented, neat looking, 
comfortable to wear and well padded. 

Price: £22.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-pu-hook-and-jab-pads
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Premium leather hook jab pads with 30mm lightweight airfoam padding. The Club 
Hook and Jab Pads are ideal for heavy domestic and studio use - we sell a lot of 
these to Personal Trainers.

RRP: £62.99

Our Price: £54.99
You Save: £8.00 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-club-hook-and-jab-pads

Aniline leather professional hook and jab pads. The Professional (heavy-duty 
commercial quality) spot pads are available in this style (curved) or without the 
curve, see: BBE Professional Hook and Jab Pads. Also of interest, the 
Professional Coach Sparring Gloves

Price: £58.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-professional-curved-hook-and-jab-pads

Professional hook and jab pads for some serious pounding. Curved heavy duty air 
cushioned hook and jab pads for use when training big punchers. Supple hide, 
flexible light weight materials combined. easy Grip

Price: £94.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cc-professional-hook-and-jab-pads

Excellent leather punchbag from the BBE Club Range. The bag's filled (with rag 
type material) and weighs roughly 20kg. The punchbag's made from thick leather 
and is double stitched to ensure durability. Notably, the 4 strand chain (with 
swivel) is included with purchase. 

Price: £165.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-4ft-leather-punchbag

A great deal with chains included in the price . The Leather Impact Bag weights 
45kg, suitable for commercial gym environmnt

RRP: £169.99

Our Price: £149.99
You Save: £20.00 - 12 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-4ft-impact-leather-punchbag
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Professional Leather Uppercut Punchbag from BBE. The Professional Uppercut 
Punchbag weighs roughly 44kg and is made from hand stitched soft (yet durable) 
aniline leather. This is by far the best quality punchbag we have to offer. In fact, 
we've sold several of the 4ft Professional

Price: £168.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-professional-uppercut-punchbag

As used by some of the U.K's top boxers, the BBE 4ft Professional Punchbag is 
the premium bag from a high quality range. Weighing roughly 50kg, the 
Professional Punchbag is made from soft durable aniline leather - making it 
incredibly comfortable for some serious pounding.

RRP: £399.00

Our Price: £250.00
You Save: £149.00 - 37 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-4ft-professional-punchbag

9" Leather speedball for club use. Ideal for use with the Club Adjustable Speedball 
Frame. 

RRP: £29.99

Our Price: £25.00
You Save: £4.99 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-club-speedball

Quality made tiny (6") speedball for use with the Professional Speedball Frame. 
We also offer larger sized (9" or 10") speedballs, see Club Speedball.

RRP: £34.99

Our Price: £26.25
You Save: £8.74 - 25 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-professional-speed-ball

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe-professional-uppercut-punchbag
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Impact GX3 Floor to ceiling ball 

RRP: £33.00

Our Price: £25.00
You Save: £8.00 - 24 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cc-floor-to-ceiling-ball

Manufactured in high grade synthetic leather the BBE CLUB Punching Bag is 
designed for heavy home use, boxing clubs and professional environments. The 
non tear bag comes complete with chain and swivel. The bag is texture filled to 
ensure a more natural feel and even balance when being hit.

Price: £79.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe04450-punchbag-4ft

Manufactured in high grade synthetic leather the BBE CLUB NT Uppercut Punch 
Bag is designed for professional boxing clubs and commercial environments. The 
non tear synthetic bag comes complete with chain and swivel. The bag is texture 
filled to ensure a more natural feel and even balance when...

Price: £83.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe446-uppercut-punchbag-4ft

This unit can be purchased as the 60cm x 60cm (20cm deep) punching target 
alone, or, for different height users, can be purchased with adjustable sliders 
(110cm). This is an option at time of purchase only (please see drop down menu)! 
As well as jabs, the pyramid shaped target is ideal for pract

RRP from: £249.99

Our Price from£199.99
You Save: £50.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/wall-punching-target

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cc-floor-to-ceiling-ball
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/bbe04450-punchbag-4ft
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The Top Ten MMA Dummy is indispensable workout equipment for your MMA 
training - it's the ideal artificial grappling partner. The dummy is made of extra 
strong and durable artificial leather and is designed for punching, kicking, 
takedowns, submission holds and much more!

RRP: £219.00

Our Price: £199.00
You Save: £20.00 - 9 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/top-ten-mma-dummy

The synthetic leather of these Curved Hook and Jab Pads is that good it's 
necessary for us to double-check the label before sending them out. The padding, 
stitching, and cut of the pads is all equally good, making the Curved Hook and Jab 
Pads comfortable for both the wearer and the striker.

RRP: £28.00

Our Price: £21.00
You Save: £7.00 - 25 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/curved-synthetic-leather-hook-and-jab-pads

Another synthetic product from Boxing-Mad that looks and feels very much like 
leather - with a 2.5mm thick leather-effect vinyl. To compliment this, the stitching is 
very good-quality and there's metal D-rings and chains, rather than straps, which 
is common on most "cheaper" punch bags. The blend

RRP: £104.99

Our Price: £99.99
You Save: £5.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/heavy-duty-punch-bag

Club Pro Leather Punch Bag for Boxing, a Gymratz Best Buy!

RRP: £134.99

Our Price: £87.74
You Save: £47.25 - 35 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/club-pro-leather-punch-bag
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Focus your aggression on a spherical head-shaped ball. This will improve your 
hand-eye coordination and improve general fitness

RRP: £169.99

Our Price: £145.00
You Save: £24.99 - 15 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/adjustable-freestanding-rotating-punch-ball-adult

The Junior Freestanding Speedball is a great medium for releasing built up anger 
whilst greatly improving hand-eye coordination.

Price: £62.49

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/junior-adjustable-freestanding-speed-ball

The Sabre TX-5 Series coaching pads are manufactured with a combination of 
flexible lightweight materials allowing them to flex naturally when the inner foams 
are being compressed.

Price: £49.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/lightweight-hook-and-jab-pad

The Impact GX-3 Series pads are manufactured from various layers of Air and 
EVA foams to ensure they are protective for both the opponent and the user.

Price: £32.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impact-gx3-hook-and-jab-pad

The Recoil RX-7 Series coaching pads offer a combination of flexible lightweight 
leather and gel padding materials allowing them to flex naturally when the inner 
foams are being compressed.

Price: £69.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rx7-curved-hook-and-jab-pads

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/adjustable-freestanding-rotating-punch-ball-adult
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Made from genuine cow hide leather the 7 inch small size ball enables a more 
intermediate/ advanced level workout due to the slightly increased difficulty in 
hitting the reduced surface area on offer.

Price: £49.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rx7-reaction-ball

The RX-7 Series Pear bag is manufactured from a very strong SV1 cross fibre 
bonded synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been double stitched 
for additional strength and durability.

Price from£110.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rx7-maize-bag

The Recoil RX-7 Series punch bag is manufactured from a very strong SV1 cross 
fibre bonded synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been double 
stitched for additional strength.

Price: £124.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rx7-4ft-punch-bag

The Impact GX-3 Series speedball measures 9 inches in length which allows for a 
slightly larger area to practice and hone those boxing skills on. The outer shell is 
made from a durable cross fibre synthetic material that incorporates a sewn in 
rubber inflatable bladder with a butile valve to minimis

Price: £19.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impact-gx3-speedball
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The Carbon Claw Aero Ax5 4ft Punch Bag is manufactured from a very strong 
SV1 cross fibre bonded synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been 
double stitched for additional strength. Weighing around 30Kg makes this an 
excellent general purpose punchbag

Price: £114.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/aero-ax5-4ft-punch-bag

The NEW CarbonClaw AMT CX-7 Series punch bag is manufactured from strong 
leather and all seams have been double stitched for additional strength. 4ft approx 
long and weighing around 35kg finished in Black/White

Price: £259.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/amt-cx7-4ft-club-bag

The Pro X Series speedball measures 6 inches in length making for a more 
difficult ball to train with as the reduced hitting area takes for a more skilled hand 
eye co-ordination to maintain rhythm and continuity. 

Price: £47.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-speedball

Made from a flexible and durable synthetic material, the GX-3 Reaction Ball's 
smooth surface along with the consistent machine stitched seams ensures the ball 
is cylindrical and streamlined.

Price: £26.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impact-gx3-reaction-ball
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The lightweight speed coaching pad is made from only the best quality supple 
leather goat hide and a combination of flexible lightweight materials.

Price: £74.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-speed-cuban-pads

The PRO X-7 Series Uppercut Angle bag is manufactured from genuine leather 
and all the seams have been double stitched for additional strength. This bag 
carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of manufacturing.

Price: £358.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-4ft-angle-uppercut-punch-bag

This professional PRO X coaching pad is made from only the best quality supple 
leather goat hide and a combination of flexible lightweight materials that allows the 
pads to flex naturally when the inner foams are being impacted.

Price: £94.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-curved-hook-jab-pads

The PRO X-7 Series bag is manufactured from genuine leather and all the seams 
have been double stitched for additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree 
and knowledge of many years of manufacturing.

Price: £316.66

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-4ft-punch-bag

The PRO X-7 Jumbo Super Heavy Puncbag weighs in at an astounding 65Kg, is 
manufactured from genuine high grade leather and all the seams have been 
double stitched for additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and 
knowledge of many years of manufacturing.

Price: £358.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-4ft-jumbo-punch-bag

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-speed-cuban-pads
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Image Unavailable A brilliant training aid for drawing in and countering those knee and elbow strikes, 
this generously padded Thai pad can absorb and deflect even the strongest forces 
and at the same time features that Carbon Claw quality that is sure to last!

Price: £47.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/granite-gx5-curved-thai-pad

Image Unavailable Developed to endure the harshest of workouts, on impact the force of compressed 
air travels through the many layers of foam and eventually escapes through the 
purpose mase side vents, reducing unneccecary pressure on the zip area & 
seams. 

Price: £67.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/granite-gx5-curved-strike-pad

Image Unavailable An essential training aid for practicing correct body blows, double grab handles 
allow for ease of positioning and allow for all types of punches, elbow and leg 
strikes to the body and thigh areas to be utilised.

Price: £64.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/granite-gx5-thai-target-shield-pad

Leather floor to ceiling ball, including two adjustable rubber straps. Remember, 
you'll need hooks/ brackets to fix the floor to ceiling ball, so, if you haven't got 
anything already set up, we recommend that you purchase a ceiling hook and 
anchor bracket.

Price: £31.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/cc-club-floor-to-ceiling-ball

The Carbon Claw Sabre Tx5 4ft Punch Bag is manufactured from a very strong 
SV1 cross fibre bonded synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been 
double stitched for additional strength. Weighing around 30Kg makes this an 
excellent general purpose punchbag

Price: £97.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sabre-tx5-4ft-punch-bag

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/granite-gx5-curved-thai-pad
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/granite-gx5-curved-strike-pad
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The Carbon Claw Sabre Tx5 4ft Punch Bag is manufactured from a very strong 
SV1 cross fibre bonded synthetic leather grain material and all seams have been 
double stitched for additional strength. Weighing around 30Kg makes this an 
excellent general purpose punchbag

Price: £97.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/sabre-tx5-stk-punch-bag

The ArmaX-5 Series coaching pads are manufactured with a combination of 
flexible lightweight materials allowing them to flex naturally when the inner foams 
are being compressed.

RRP: £43.99

Our Price: £35.00
You Save: £8.99 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/clearance-hook-and-jab-pad

A brilliant training aid for drawing in and countering those knee and elbow strikes, 
this generously padded leather Thai pad can absorb and deflect even the 
strongest forces and at the same time features that Carbon Claw quality that is 
sure to last!

Price: £69.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/leather-curved-thai-pad

The PRO X-7 Heavy Puncbag weighs in at around 45Kg, is manufactured from 
genuine high grade leather and all the seams have been double stitched for 
additional strength. This bag carries the pedigree and knowledge of many years of 
manufacturing.

Price: £379.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-x-4ft-punch-bag-why
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The Carbon Claw sabre speedball measures 8 inches in length which allows for a 
slightly larger area to practice and hone those boxing skills on. The outer shell is 
made from a durable cross fibre synthetic material that incorporates a sewn in 
rubber inflatable bladder with a butile valve to minimis

RRP: £26.99

Our Price: £22.00
You Save: £4.99 - 18 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/carbon-claw-speedball-sale

Gym Ratz - (Fitness Equipment UK)

GymRatz - Fitness Equipment, 199 Avonmouth Road, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 9EG UK

Tel: 0845 86 86 888 Fax: 0870 4711 011 

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/carbon-claw-speedball-sale

